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Delta CDA/OPD Operational Implementations....
May 2008: AIRE Initiative (Details to be briefed later by MITRE)
•
 
11 Total  flights from Northeast
•
 
Tailored the FLCON to the DIRTY OPD Profile
August –
 
Present: CDA Phase 1.5
•
 
Over 500 operations to date
•
 










Added additional partners: FedEx, AirTran and ASA
•
 
Test will continue indefinitely
•
 
















CHS (Joint project with the Air Force)
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ATL CDA Phase 1.5
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Airline and Aircraft Count
AirTran Airways B737-700 86
Delta Air Lines B737-700 11
Delta Air Lines B737-800 21
Delta Air Lines B757-200 124
Delta Air Lines B767-300 84
Delta Air Lines B767-400ER 24
FedEx A300 27
FedEx MD10 28
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B737-700 show approximately a 700lb (106 gallons) savings per flight
•
 
Test period to date with 500 flights (~10 per test day)
•
 
Fuel Savings = 53,000 gallons
•
 
Cost Savings = $132,000 for the 500 flights
•
 
Assuming 250 CDA/OPD operations per day in ATL
•
 
Fuel Savings for 1 year = 9.6M gallons
•
 




Based on Recent IATA formulas 1:3.16T CO2:
•
 
With 175T of fuel saved 
•
 
553T of CO2 Emissions saved during this test
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How did we accomplish these results?
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Only through collaboration!!!!
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Begin with established lateral paths
How do we accomplish these benefits?
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Simulations to predict 
Vertical Path





How do we accomplish these benefits?
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Chart and publish the results
How do we accomplish these benefits?
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CDA and Non-CDA Descent Profiles
 Top of Descent Points Vary
Non-CDA
Descend to FL330 Non-CDA
Descend to FL240
CDA
Descent our of Cruise of FL350
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ATL Outstation OPD Project
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Overview of CDA Development Process
1.
 
Examined 5 outlying airports to ATL
2.
 
If a STAR is published, the STAR was used (KJAX).  In absence of
 
a 











Simulator trials were performed on all paths
5.
 
Data was collected and compared to established radar tracks
6.
 
These slides are the results of the analysis
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The final altitude at WP11 was set at 
5,000’
 
to allow for ATC flexibility and FMS 
path projection. 
All simulator and FMS descent 
calculations were run with a computed 
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KBHM
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Runway Transitions connected to filed flight path.
Traffic Overlays
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TOD from FL210 was 27nm from TDG on flight path route.
All flights present were MD-88s with the exception of a B738 
that flew on top of the flight planned route.
TDG Analysis 
(All flts were MD-88s except 1 B738 that overlaid the flight path)
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Sim runs for TDG to Rwy 6 altitudes were 13,400 
Average altitudes abeam TDG ranged from 13,100 (B737) to 11,800 (MD88)
TDG Analysis 
(All flts were MD-88s except 1 B738 that overlaid the flight path)
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Sim runs for WP02 to Rwy 6 altitudes were 8,000 
Average altitudes abeam WP02 ranged from 7,000 (B737) to 6,500 (MD88)
WP02 Analysis 
(All flts were MD-88s except 1 B738 that overlaid the flight path)
B737 Path
(All others are MD88s)
Path width 5.2nm
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Sim runs for CDAR6 to Rwy 6 altitudes were 3,000 
Average altitudes abeam CDAR6 ranged from 3,000 (B737) to 2,700 (MD88)
CDAR6 Analysis 
(All flts were MD-88s except 1 B738 that overlaid the flight path)
Path width 3.4nm
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GEETK North of GEETK ~17,700 FL210
TDG North of TDG 12,900 13,400
WP02 8,000
CDAR6 3,000





GEETK North of GEETK ~17,700 FL210
TDG North of TDG 12,900 13,400
WP02 Descent between 11,800 & 5,000 8,000
CDAR6 3,000 3,000
Downwind Close Up Rwy 6 Approach
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Reduction today in fuel burn and emissions, is possible
•
 
Modern aircraft have had many of the facilitating tools since the 1980s, but 
current designs to not utilize these
•
 
Can be accomplished without aircraft automation –
•
 
(Ex. CRJ traffic into LAX via Chartage)
•
 






Allowing pursuit of waivers
•
 






Must have collaboration with all stakeholders focused on the end
 
goal
The success of “NextGen”
 
depends on the bridges we build today 
from the “NowGen”
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Questions?
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KSAV
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Without an existing STAR, we used current flight track data to 
establish a common path.
The blue/white line is the filed Flight Plan for each aircraft.
The rainbow col red lines are the actual flight tracks.
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Waypoint Actual Altitude Simulator Altitude
44nm N of SAV01 ~ > FL180 FL183
34nm N of SAV01 17,000 –
 
14,000 15,520
24nm N of SAV01 13,500 –
 
11,000 12,500







for a/c near path 6,800
All Traffic Comparison vs. Simulator runs to ILS 27
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Close Up Analysis at 34nm North of SAV01 –
 
All Runways
(MD88, B737, B757, B767)
Simulator run altitudes at 34nm North of Wpt
 
SAV01 were 15,200’
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Close Up Analysis at 24nm North of SAV01 –
 
All Runways
(MD88, B737, B757, B767)
Simulator run altitudes at 24nm North of wpt
 
SAV01 were 12,500’
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Close Up Analysis at 14nm North of SAV01 –
 
All Runways
(MD88, B737, B757, B767)
Simulator run altitudes at 14nm North of wpt
 
SAV01 were 10,200’
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Close Up Analysis at SAV01 –
 
ILS 27
(MD88, B737, B757, B767)
Simulator run altitudes at SAV01 were 6,800’
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Close Up Analysis at WP03 –
 
ILS 27
(MD88, B737, B757, B767)
Simulator run altitudes at WP03 were 3,000’
 
(established for the ILS)
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Close Up Analysis at SAV01 –
 
ILS 9
(MD88, B737, B757, B767)
Simulator run altitudes at SAV01 were 5,100’
Actual average altitudes at SAV01 show 5,000’
 
–
 
4,600’
